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PARTICULARITIES OF JAPANESE

 Agglutinative language

 No space between words

 3 writing systems:  

- hiragana : for grammatical words, particles, 

inflectional suffixes : 

あ, い, う, え, お

- katakana : for the transcription of foreign words or to 

emphasize a word in the text: 

ア, イ, ウ, エ, オ

- kanji : Chinese characters : for nouns, verbs and 

adjectives’ fixed root and adverbs:

強, 家, 空



GOAL

 Create a dictionary for the Japanese language.

 Find meta-linguistic methods in order to gather as 

much data as possible to study the language.



OUTLINE

 Specificities of the different categories of the words 

in Japanese

 Methods of recognition

 Dictionaries and results

 Development of the module



NOUNS

 Invariable in gender and number. 

 A post-position occurs after a noun and defines its 

case. 

 Nouns are usually written only in kanji, except in 

texts written for young readers: nouns are written in 

hiragana in that case. 

Examples : 

文学 bun-gaku literature

文学を bun-gaku-o literature-ACC



ADJECTIVES

 Fixed root (often a kanji followed or not by a 

hiragana) and a variable base in hiragana.

 Two groups : adjectives –i and adjectives –na, each 

with their own set of inflected forms

 An adjective always occurs before the noun that it 

determinates. 

重い omo-i heavy

静かな shizuka-na calm



ADVERBS

 Difficult to recognize by a morphological method, 

because they can be written only with kanji, or only 

with hiragana or both. 

 Recognition of adverbs derived from adjectives 

they have a particular ending: teki + ni.

具体的な gutai-teki-na concrete

具体的に gutai-teki-ni concretely



VERBS

 Fixed root (often one or two kanjis followed or not 

by a hiragana) and a variable base in hiragana.

 The set of inflected forms is defined for each type of 

verbal ending: - u ,-ru, -su, -tsu, -mu, -nu et –bu.

食べる tabe-ru to eat

望む nozo-mu to desire

 There are 4 irregular verbs: suru (do), kuru (come), 

iku (go) et aru (exist).

 There are also verbs built with a kango (= a noun 

made out of 2 kanjis) followed by the support verb 

suru. 

散歩 sanpo = a walk散歩する sanpo suru = to walk



NOUNS

To find a noun built with a hiragana, followed by two 

kanjis, followed by a post-position: 



ADJECTIVES

To find the adjectives that determinate a noun already 

identified:

ADVERBS

To find adverbs that are under the form –teki + ni:



RETROUVER LES VERBES SELON LES

DIFFÉRENTES BASES



DICTIONARIES



COVERAGE



COVERAGE

 Nouns = 723 occ

 Verbs = 619

 Adjectives = 123

 Adverbs = 19

 Copula = 6

 Demonstrative words = 9

 Grammatical words= 12

 Dates = 5

 Dictionaries totalize 1,438 words.

 13,317 characters are recognized (out of 26,311), ie 
50,6% of the corpus. 



DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODULE

 Identify nouns written only with hiragana : difficult 

how to distinguish the inflectional suffix in hiragana

of an adjective from a word written also in hiragana

that follows directly this adjective? 

 Identify nouns derived from verbs or adjectives : 

these nouns have a particular derivational suffix : -

sa, -ke for nouns derived from adjectives and the 

basis –i of the verb for nouns derived from verbs.

Ex : omo-i (heavy)  omo-sa (heaviness)

kae-ru (to come back)  kae-ri (a come back)



DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODULE

 Recognize nouns made of only one kanji.

 Recognize other types of adverbs.

 Develop further the dictionary of grammatical 

words. 

 Complete the dictionary of copula.

 Develop the inflectional grammar of the verbs. 
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